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Abstract—There currently exists no taxonomy for the full
range of puzzles including “pen & paper” Japanese logic puzzles.
We present a functional taxonomy for these puzzles in preparation for implementing them in digital form. This taxonomy
reveals similarities and differences between these puzzles and
locates them within the context of single player games.
Index Terms—games, puzzles, logic, taxonomy, classification

I. I NTRODUCTION
This work is part of a project on digitally implementing
the full range of pen & paper puzzles for computer analysis.
In order to model these puzzles, it is useful to devise a
taxonomy to highlight differences and similarities between
them to facilitate their implementation.
We define a puzzle as a problem with defined steps for
achieving one or more defined solutions, such that the challenge contains all information needed to achieve its own
solution. Puzzles are distinct from games as they lack the
adversarial element: ”Puzzles are solved. Games are won.”1
We focus on the group of puzzles commonly known as
Japanese logic puzzles [1], of which Sudoku (Fig. 1) is
the most famous example. These puzzles typically have the
following characteristics:
• single player,
• simple rules,
• language independent,
• solvable by deduction,
• monotonic accumulation of information, and
• single unique solution.
While there exist taxonomies for various puzzle types, such
as mechanical puzzles,2 we found no existing taxonomy for
this class of puzzles and so performed the following analysis.
In particular, we aim to determine whether our target range
of puzzles can be categorised by goal and process, and
whether that produces a natural taxonomy that tallies with the
user experience when solving these puzzles. This short paper
describes our taxonomy of logic puzzles and how it fits into
the larger taxonomy of puzzles in general.
II. P RIOR W ORK
Tokyo-based publisher Nikoli is the world’s foremost producer of pen & paper logic puzzles. Our initial corpus of examples was therefore derived from the catalogue of Nikoli puzzle

Fig. 1: A Sudoku challenge (left) and solution (right).
books, with further examples and information on Nikoli-style
logic puzzles obtained from online sources including [2], [3],
[4], [5] and [6].
Some simple schemes for logically grouping logic puzzles
already exist. For example, our final taxonomy was inspired by
the classification found at [2], and Nikoli [3] uses the following
scheme:
• 数字 (numbers)
• 言葉 (language)
• 絵 (picture)
Another scheme used by online puzzle editor PUZ-PRE3
groups the available puzzles with some similarity to our
categories, but without imposing any hierarchical structure
nor defining their categories. However, these existing schemes
are very broad and do not have any hierarchy. They are thus
insufficient for our purposes, as they do not reveal similarities
and differences between the puzzle groups with any depth.
According to Johnson: “There is no discipline of ‘puzzle
studies’”, the closest being the field of games study, so
we apply similar game-based principles in our analysis [7].
Our classification scheme, based on 100 puzzles from the
aforementioned sources, identifies them by:
1) Play mechanism: What the solver writes or draws.
2) Goal: What the player aims to achieve.
Puzzles of the same category in our taxonomy share rule
characteristics and generally look visually similar.

III. TAXONOMY
Fig. 2 shows our taxonomy of logic puzzles, and how it fits
1 https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-difference-between-a-game-and-a-puzzle
2 Mechanical puzzle taxonomies: http://www.robspuzzlepage.com/classif2.htm into the broader context of single player games. We distinguish
3 PUZ-PRE
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Fig. 2: Taxonomy of logic puzzles within the broader context of single player games.

between puzzles and solitaire games by observing that puzzles
have definite solutions while solitaire games are not guaranteed
to have a solution, e.g. in solitaire card games such as Patience
there is a random element as to whether a given challenge may
be solved or not.
In our taxonomy, the main distinction is between Static and
Dynamic types of logic puzzles, as defined below. We colour
their subcategories in the figure to help group them visually.
A. Static Logic Puzzles
Static logic puzzles start in an incomplete state and require
the solver to complete the challenge to reach a solution state,
through the monotonic accumulation of information deduced
from prior states. They can typically be played using pen and
paper. We identify the following subcategories:
1) Abstract: Abstract logic puzzles are languageindependent and provide the solver with a set of options that
need to be instantiated to a single solution value according to
the rules. They tend to use basic shapes, symbols – including
numbers and characters – and geometric primitives. Abstract
logic puzzles are the focus of this paper.
2) Linguistic: Linguistic logic puzzles often closely resemble Abstract puzzles in appearance and function, but depend
on the language in which they are presented. Linguistic puzzle

challenges (Section VII) do not tend to translate well, as doing
so can require changing the challenges themselves to suit the
new language.
3) Mental: Mental logic puzzles are lateral thinking exercises that rely more heavily on cognitive processes. Unlike
Linguistic puzzles, they can be more easily translated as the
thought process behind their solution is language-independent,
even though they are framed using sentences, questions or
statements.
B. Dynamic Logic Puzzles
Dynamic logic puzzles change states in a nonmonotonic
fashion and may involve cycles in play. These puzzles may
involve two goal states, in which the aim is progress from one
to the other, and back again, ad infinitum. They include:
1) Physical: These come as physical objects, which the
solver manipulates to reach a specified goal state.
2) Virtual: Digital modelling allows mechanisms not possible in the other logic puzzle subcategories, such as incorporating time or recreating puzzles from elsewhere in the hierarchy.
In this paper, we are primarily concerned with the Abstract
logic puzzles category, which covers the Nikoli-style puzzles
that we want to model. The following section describes this
category in more detail. The other subcategories within our
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Fig. 3: Examples from the Path category.

(a) Futoshiki
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Fig. 4: Examples from the Position/Symbols category.

taxonomy (Fig. 2) will be described in more detail in a full
report to be produced as part of this study.
IV. A BSTRACT L OGIC P UZZLES
This section describes the various subcategories of Abstract
logic puzzles in more detail.
A. Path
The solver aims to complete one or more paths by drawing
lines or curves. This includes:
1) Connection: The solver aims to complete connections
between specified elements (typically cells or vertices), with
or without loops and/or crossings. Fig. 3a shows an example.
This is the simplest form of Path puzzles.
2) Loop: Closing the path into a loop is the aim in itself.
Fig. 3b shows an example. This does not include puzzles in
which loops form as a side-effect.
3) Vector: The solver draws arrows to indicate direction
and occupy space as part of the solution process. Fig. 3c shows
an example. If the arrows must form loops, then the puzzle
belongs to the Loop class instead.
B. Position
The solution is based on the position of puzzle elements
placed by the solver. This includes:
1) Symbols: Some puzzle elements – typically cells or
vertices – contain symbols, such as numbers or characters.
This can include lines or other geometric shapes.
Puzzles of this type are described as Ordered if the symbols
have ordinal relationship and their order is relevant to the
solution, otherwise they are described as Unordered. Figs. 4a
and 4b show Ordered and Unordered Symbols examples,
respectively.
2) Shapes: A shape is a grouping of one or more orthogonal cells. Typically, the solver is required to draw a border
around the shapes, dividing the Active Field (Section VII)
between them. This class of puzzles is least likely to feature
pre-set elements (Section VII).

(a) Shikaku

(b) Tentai Show

Fig. 5: Examples from the Position/Shapes category.

Shapes might be restricted to be Similar, or they might be
Mixed to allow a variety of shapes. Figs. 5a and 5b show
Similar and Mixed examples, respectively.
C. Shading
Shading logic puzzles involve shading cells to achieve the
solution. They work with cell ’colour’, such as:
1) white (or empty),
2) black (or darkly shaded), and
3) grey (or lightly shaded).
Colours are only counted as such when they fill the whole
cell; cells cannot be partially coloured or reliant on orientation.
The hints for these puzzles can often be given in the Frame
of the challenge rather than in its Active Field (Section VII).
The solver has to colour the challenge cells, which may start
out empty or contain hints, according to the rules. If the puzzle
features symbols and/or lines, in addition to colours, then
their respective categories take precedence over the Shading
category. We identify the following subcategories:
1) Binary: Cells can be shaded either of two possible
colours, usually white or black. This is the most common
class of Shading puzzles. Same-coloured cells can be arranged
contiguously (Contiguous) with either a focus on white (Background) or black (Foreground)4 . The alternative is the NonContiguous case, depending on the puzzles’ rules. Fig. 6a
and 6b show Background and Foreground Binary examples,
respectively, while Fig. 7a shows a Non-Contiguous Binary
challenge.
2) Multi: Multi-colour puzzles involve solutions with more
than two colours. Orthogonal cells must typically be different
colours. Fig. 7b shows a Multi example.
V. D ISCUSSION
Our taxonomy covers all cases encountered in our corpus
of 100 logic puzzles, including puzzles that mix goals from
4 Here, we use the convention that the background is white and the
foreground markings are black, as per pen & paper versions of these puzzles.

(a) Hitori
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Fig. 6: Examples from the Shading/Binary/Contiguous
category.

different parts of the hierarchy. Examples include Yajilin (draw
a loop and colour leftover cells) and Pencils (draw pencil
shapes and then draw lines through leftover cells). However,
we observe that in such mixed-goal cases, one goal tends to
dominate and is typically the defining characteristic of the
puzzle. In addition, the approaches to solving such mixed-goal
cases more closely resemble the approaches used for puzzles
from the dominant category. We therefore classify such cases
by their dominant goal aspect, e.g. Yajilin is a Path type and
Pencils is a Position/Shape/Mixed type.
We have also encountered ambiguous cases such as
Shakashaka (draw black triangles that form white rectangular
shapes) and Juosan (draw a horizontal or vertical line in every
cell, Fig. 4b). These were resolved within our taxonomy by
specifying the criteria for their respective categories more
precisely; as a result, a prioritisation arises where more specific
categories take precedence over less specific ones. For example, Loop takes precedence over Vector and the Placement
classes take precedence over any class in the Shading category.
Thus, Shakashaka is a Similar Shapes puzzle (instead of NonContiguous) and Juosan is an Unordered Symbols puzzle
(instead of Connection).
Our hierarchy effectively subdivides the range of Japanese
logic puzzles into useful categories, based on both the puzzle
mechanisms and their goals. The solution approaches for the
various puzzle types are generally more alike the closer they
are within our taxonomy, which helps our ultimate goal of
implementing the full range of puzzles.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We have classified 100 puzzles using our taxonomy. Few
ambiguities were observed, which are resolved by the prioritisation rules of the conflicting (sub)classes. Preliminary results
show that puzzles within each class share similar rules and
require similar approaches to solving. We will now apply our
taxonomy to the task of implementing the full range of pen &
paper, or Japanese logic puzzles, as part of a larger project.
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Fig. 7: Examples from the Shading/Binary/Non-contiguous
and Shading/Multi categories.
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A PPENDIX A. G LOSSARY
This glossary of terms used throughout the paper is partially
derived from Janko’s list of common phrases [8]:
Active Field The set of all cells that are either set or unset.
Challenge An instance of a puzzle, as used in [9].
Frame The space around the Active Field that is still part of
the puzzle. It can be empty or contain hint information.
Pre-set element Elements, such as cells or edges, that come
in a pre-set state and cannot be changed.
Puzzle Field The entirety of the puzzle, including both the
active field and the frame.
Region A group of orthogonally connected cells surrounded
by a border.
(Un)set elements A puzzle element (i.e. cell, edge or vertex)
is unset while it has a range of possible values. It becomes
set when it is instantiated to a single solution value.

